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XHTHGDUCTXOH.

The diuoovery of deuterium opens up methods of

investigation by its use (a) as an indicator; (b) as

a means of distinguishing modes of reaction by the sub¬

stitution of D for H* In (a) a known quantity of

deuterium is added to a reaction (in which hydrogen

takes part) and the D atoms are used as •"labelled*

atoms. The best example of this use is by Orr and

Butler (J. Chem. uoo., 1935. 1273) on the diffusion of

heavy into light miter. In (b), however, reactions

ore carried out using deuterium in place of hydrogen

and the difference of reaction r^te is observed. 10c-

planations of such differences »re then sought, using

the -aiown variations caused by introducing X> for H.

The solution of these problems may enable one to dis¬

tinguish the function of hydrogen in the reactions

studied, When we consider the number of reaction©

which proceed by unknown mechanisms (uo-eulloA voatalysed
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reactions") ir» which hydrogen is involved, wo realise

the possibilities of this second use of its isotope.

Zt will be useful to aur,anuria© the uses which have

already been made of heavy hydrogen and heavy water in

reaction kinetics. First let us cot older the gaseous

reactions involving heavy hydrogen. a, and L. Partes

(Trans. Far^d. Joe., j&, 821, 1938} have studied the
reaction

Ha 4 I>a « 2ICD

using the miero-thermoconduativity mothod. The reaction
w&3 found to proceed at temperatures 600-700°0. about

1*5 tinea more slowly than the thermal p - Ii3 conversion

but according to the same mechanism.

Grist and Dulin (J. Chem. Pfcyeioo, X* 677» 1933),
Gould and Bleukney (J. amor# Chea. uoo., J|&, 247, 1034}

and a. and L« Partes (J.Chew. Physios, j$, 468, 1934}

investigated the homogeneous exchange reaction between

light and heavy hydrogen and water, and found that it

proceeds much more slowly than the Ii3 + 03 reaction,

indicating an apparent heat of reaction of about 65 kg.

calorics. The mechanism of tills reaction is not clear

at present.
«

Beliefson (J. Cher.. Physios, 144, 1934) and a.

and L. Farkae (llaturwisa. i&, 218, 1934} have determined
the velocities of the liydrogen-chlorino and deuterium-

ohlorine reactions. Beliefeon found that the ratios
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of velocities at 0*0. ate 32*0. are 13*4 and 9?5.

respectively, frata a study of the relative amounts of

phosgene and hydrogen chloride formed when hydrogen

(or deuterium), ©hlorio© and carbon monoxide (added
to obtain a convenient reaction rate) are illuminated

l>y light absorbed by chlorine. fartea and Fartee

found the ratio at 30*0. for .hydrogen and a hydrogen-

deuterium mixture containing 20 percent deuterium to be

3"3. The disagreement is thought to to® due to differ¬

ences in mechanism. Whereas in Bo liefeon's experi¬

ments the reactions

01 4 Ua m IJOl + H

and 01 4 Da « SOI 4 B

vere involved, in f&rtes* mrk the reactions

01 4 Ha 8 HOI 4 H

and 01 4 W • 001 4 H

predominated,

Th© oxygen-hydrogen and oxygen-deuteriurn reactions:
have been carried out toy Hinsheluood» Williamson and

v/olfenden (Nature, 2,33. 836, 193d), Melville (Mature,
133. 94?, 1934) ate ftrost ate Alyea (J, .-ossor. Cheis, doc.,

1231, 1934). Two preuoure explosion limits have

been observed for the hydrogen-oxygen reaction. The

upper explosion limit is raised in the oaa# of deuterium

and this is interpreted as being due to the higher

pressures required for sufficient ternary collisions to



terminate the reaction dialno.

4* Farleas (J. Chem. 200., 1936. 26 j reports work

on the thermal Interaction of deuterium and ammonia.

The exchange reaction was Investigated In the gas phase

at 880-760*6. and pressures of 10-400 em* mercury,

using the microoonduotlvlty method. He found that

the reaction

0 ♦ HHg « Jm«D + H

occurs 30-40 times more slowly than the reaction

Da 4 II a HD + D.

He concluded that the atoms responsible for the exchange

are formed by the thermal dissociation of deuterium

molecules. The lower reactivity of D-atoms with KE8
as compared with X>a ♦ H, Is explained as being due to

the fact that the energy ef activation for the former

reaction la XX £ 1 kg. calories and may be partly due

to a lower uteric factor. The same author has studied

the catalytic Interaction of deuterium and emeonla

using an Iron catalyst, (Trans. Farad. aoo., 32. 416,

1936)

Actually the first heterogeneous reactions of deut-

erluia were carried out by Melville and Rideul (IToc.

Royal See., 153 4. 77, 1935). They found that copper

oxide is reduced by atomic hydrogen and deuterium at

20*0, at the some velocity, but molecular hydrogen re¬

duces copper oxide more rapidly than molecular deuterium
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flit? excliurtige reaction between heavy water aim

aoetone has been extensively studied (of. Klar, Salt,

f. phyalk. Cheat,, B J£, 555, 1054}. Practically no

reaction occurs in neutral solution, whereas in alkal¬

ine eolation a rapid exchange of the hydrogen a tome

takes place. This boiiaviour is connected with estab¬

lishment of the keto-enol equilibrium

CH3»C0 GHt = SHj3»C(0H} • CH0

in alkaline solution, when the exchange can proceed

through the -OH radicals. The position of the equi¬

librium

CIXa»CO ♦ GSfg ♦ IDO =■ GEg * CO * CHgD 4 Ka0
«ras measured by Kalford, anderscw and Bates (J. *»or*

Chem. Boo., ££. 401, 1034; &£, IOCS. 1035) who found
that the equilibrium constant is 2*1, the heavy hydrogen

being present preferentially in the acetone.

Reyerson and co-workera (J. .-.utter. Chem. doc., JQ&,

1420, 10541 j|2, 2250, 1935; ixave made equilibrium

studies on the exchange reaction between acetylene and

heavy water in alkaline eolation. They give the aver-

ijge values of the equilibrium constant* for the reaction

0«H« + 2®0 = CalID + ii30

as 0*368 at 0*C.# 0-48 at 25 WC. and 0*81 at 100 "C.
»i *•

Results of considerable significance from the ex¬

perimental point of view have 1msen obtained by Taylor

and Biamond (J. :uu*r* Chem. hoc., H, 1286, 1935}.
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They investigated toe oat&lytla exchange reaction be-

twsn deuterium artd water. Using U.e IW*ku«i micro*

conductivity method, they found that at high te&pera-

turee there 1® a rapid exchange between deuterium g&a

and mt© retained by cattilytic isatexiaaa each as

ohrotniur. oxide, sine oxide, tine ehreiaite, aluNtint and

platinised aabeatoe. They give the »«ohanisai of the

exchange reaction act*

Da + iijgO = WO ♦ HD
Suc^ce "bor^ce

hs 4 mo iigO * e3
bor ^ooce. Su«rp«»ce. GJ<XS

eisai3u*r «xoh&ng«8 have been ofeesrved between deuterium

©an sad water in <jo&rtv< gi&uo and hydrogen occluded in

fine wires, by 4, and I** Ifertes (Trans, Sarad. boo.,

321,1936),

Among the work which is&o been done on toe kinetics

of reactions in abuses* solution, Wynne-Jones (J. Chem,

Physics, J, 331, 136d) has studied the xe&otien of
nl trot; thane with hydroxy! ami deuteroxyl ion to form

water and ion© of the typo SKa-aHtKOg. 3chOK)s m©

added to a solution of nltrostbsae in heavy water,

when the reaction

CKg'OKft-fiOg 4 0© =- CHsCH;HOa 4 HOB (1/
was complete (the course of the reaction was followed

by a conductivity method) wao added and the

reaction
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csa agist)* * or# cm>m% * dmo
took place. a similar procedure w & usedI giving the

following reactions*•

0Ha*Gmm* + QS> = CHtGB*EOfi 4- HOB (£}

CH*'CI>tSD8~ 4 BaQ*~= CHa<CDft-HOd 4 BaO

GH#-CDa H08 + 0£ = d!s»CBil^a ♦ DaO (S)
The rates of reactions (1), (2) md (3) when ooxpared

with the rate of the reaction

CHa • CH3 ?IOa + OH" =- Giig • OHtNOg * HsO
were as 60*36*6:39.

From these results it can b© seen that the rate

of removal of a proton is much greater than that of a

deuton. Also that the the rate of removal of a proton

by the 01)' ion is faster than the rate of removal of a

proton by the Olfion.

Passu (J. Amer. Chen;. u>c., Jft$, 5056, 1933 and 56.

745, 1934) and hoelwyn-Uughco and Honheeffer (Saturwisa.,

22- 174. 1934) have carried out the wuta-rotatiori of
« d-gluoos® in light ami he^vy »t®r, at 20*13. tine

reaction proceeds three times more slowly in heavy water

than in light water. A similar result was obtained for

the reaction catalysed by hydrogen ions.

Boolwyit-Huiighee and Bo&hoeffor (:;eit. f. physik.

Chem., ^3 372, 1934} ©hd Hatumiea.. 1^4. 1934}

have followed the hydrolysis of sucrose catalysed by

D iona. It W|S found that the B lono were 1-6 - 1-7



Ujt*5t? mv® effective than the H ions. ffcea® authors

explain thin increase in rate by supposing that the rat®

of hydrolysis to d®ie»ios4 by the eomieii: ration of an

intersadiate complex. If the D- cesspit« to sort stable

than the H~ complex it will giv® rise to a greater eon-

centration and the® glv^ a greater rat® of hydrolysis.

In April 1®34, Jehwars reported (aJc&d, .tansies r.

36 April, 1934, Wien) that the hydrolysis of methyl

and ethyl acetate® in 0-5 M SOI solution preoted® about

60 percent factor in 90 percent £>&Q than in natural

water, this werx was nninewa te the present anther
*

until the publication of *Orthe , Bura and Heavy Hydrogen*
A, y&rka® (Omahridge Unitemity Prose, February, 1935 i »

Since the werfa: reported in this thesis eenceme

ootelyeet hy&rolytlo reaction® it ie necessary at this

point te give the median! ana tfe%t tare been put forward

for tacit reaction®• Bronsto& and ether® in recent

year® have ©etdblisiied the general nature of acid-base

equilibria end have applied ttemm idea® to acid and

beet oatalyeie, dubstentoo which donate pro tone to

other ©ubet&tieess are to he regarded a® acid®, while

those that accept protons are bane®. Many reaction®

in solution are catalysed by acids and bases, the reaction

proceeding by the addition of a proton at one time and

the removal of another proton in a subsequent step of

the reaction. This is termed general catalysis. But
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in addition we mat consider reactions whioh axe catal¬

ysed specifically by hydrogen and hydroxy! ions* This

is called specific catalysis and it is supposed that

reaction takes place through the formation of addition

complexes. Wynne-Jones (Chem. lieviews, 1£, 116, 1066)
hae suggested that it is possible to distinguish between

these two types of oatalysie by using deuterium. lie

(as wo have noted) has shown that the velocity of trans¬

fer of a proton is greater than the velocity of trans¬

fer of a deuton. Hence a reaction which proceeds faster

in ordinary water than in heavy water will probably

be an example of general catalysis since the latter

involves proton (or a deuton) transfer).

It will be of value at this point to introduce

some of the basic ideas of quanta*-, mechanics. Modern

atomic theory hae shewn that the potential energy of

any diatomic oscillator as a function of the distance

apart of the atoms my be represented by a curve of the

type shown in FIG* 1.
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When the particle© are infinitely far apart

(r •««>> their potential energy may be taken as zero;

thue XY is the ubaoloaa representing zero potential ener¬

gy. A3 the internuoleur distance, r, is decreased the

jotential energy of the system at firat decreasea, due

to increasing attractive forces, till, at distances of

one or two Angetrom unite, repulsive forces beooate in¬

creasingly important and us r 1© decreased thee© rapidly

outweigh the attractive foroea 00 that a minimum occur®

in the potential curve. But quantum mechanic® ims

shown that every oscillator under all condition® pose-

eases a definite quantised residue of kinetic energy.

This residual, or as it is usually called, zero point

energy, 1® equal to #iu, where u is the ground fre¬

quency of the oscillator and h is Piano*'e Constant.

But v. is also given by the relationship

VQ - rir

whore f * the restoring force per unit displace¬

ment of the particles♦

and « the reduced macs of the particle©.

Sow suppose we 'compare two oscillator® which have one

atom (of oae® U\) in common sad in one case a hydrogen

atom (h^) and in the other a deuterium atom (%).

Then Ah o ..FiJ'iL— and ap » JjjBB, .
Mt * % U% 4 3^
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But. since the multiplication factor ia mora important

than the addition term,

J^T> > >K

How it ia known that the shape of the potential curvea

for these two oases is the same. Hence j is the

same also, therefore

v? < y.K
Therefore the zero point energy of the deuterium com¬

pound ia leas than that of the hydrogen compound (see

FIO. l). This difference in zero point energies is

a most important factor in the kinetic behaviour of

hydrogen and deuterium and will be discussed at greater

length in another section of this thesis.

another factor of much less importance is due to

the effect the difference in mass of the isotopes has oh

translational velocities. This favours the reaotion

of the lighter isotope, ia independent of the tempera¬

ture and has a maximum value of 12,

But when we deal with the transfer of a proton

(or a deuton) a third factor must be taken into account.

In the quantum mechanical treatment of such a transfer

it is considered that the particle in passing from the

initial to the final state has to cross over a potential

barrier. But in addition to crossing this barrier, a

certain amount of permeability ia possible, which also

leads to reaction. Bell lids shown (Proc. Royal ooc.,

148 A, 241. 1935) that the difference in mass (of hydro-
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Em gBtoitoli al

Xn order to make procia© determinations of the rate

of hydroxyaia of m ester, a titration method seemed

at the outset out of the question owing to the cost of

hoary water, Xt was therefore necessary to develop

a physical method of following the reaction with small

i quantities of solution, Xt ma thought that the chaise
in viscosity during hydrolysis would be suitable for

the purpose. Xt seemed likely that aa the reaction

proceeded the vlacoaity of the solution would change

linearly with the rate of reaction.

To teat this the hydrolysis of methyl acetate was

carried out in an Ostwuld Viscometer (capacity 25 mis,}

in the presence of sulphuric moid. the instrument was

placed in a thermostat (fitted with glass sides) which

was olectrioally controlled to dC* +, -000*0. The

change of viscosity with time was noted using a stop

watch, a tltrisetrio experiment wo.© then carried out
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In the usual manner using an exactly similar concentr¬

ation of methyl acetate and sulphuric acid of the same

molality, as in the viscosity experiment. It was found

that the change of viscosity was exactly parallel to

the progre.es of the reaction as determined ti trims trio*

ally. The following values were obtained for the

reaction rates:- 2
k x 10

(1) Viscosity Method 4 01 Molality of acid • 1 m.

(2) Titrimetric Method 4*00 Temperature « 25*0.

In order to use this method to determine the rate

of hydrolysis in heavy water, it was necessary to con¬

struct a viscometer such thats-

(a) all measurements could be carried out with about

1 ml. of solution;

(b) the solution was entirely enclosed from the atmos¬

phere sine© exchange takes place between deuterium oxide

and moisture;

(a) the time of flow wuo suitable. If it was too

small the change in viscosity would not be sufficient

to give a measurable quantity. If it was too large the

capillary would become so fine that dust particles

blocked the tube.

a viscometer fulfilling these requirements was

made up as In fIG. 2,
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The solution ms ar^tm up into the emilor Unit)

by Beaaa of a syringe attached by pressure-tubing to

the three-way tap, The latter me to give

direct connection between the oyrlnge and the interior

of the TiMNWiter. The piston of the ayring© mo

then pulled out a fixed distance ani the tap turned so

as to equalise pressure in the viscometer and at the

same time break connection with the syringe. after

the tin© of flow past the %m marks, above and below

the ©mailer bulb, had been notad, the tap me turned

00' m to make connection again between the ayring© and

viscometer. However this time the tap was turned in

the opposite direction to tins previous case, so that

the syringe me now connected with the larger bulb.

The barrel of the syringe was then emptied, the tup

turned half-way round and the solution drawn up as

before.

% thio method it mo made certain that the press¬

ure inside the viscometer was the cam© for all readings.

But in addition by returning the contents of the syringe

to the viscometer, one could be sure that there was no

loss of volatile constituents of the reaction mixture,

although the description of this instrument and its

manipulation lo somewhat involved, in actual practice

it was convenient, easy to work and gave reproducible

results. The oapuoity of the smaller bulb ms about
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0*8 ml. v.nd the total length of the instrument 13 inches.

The time of flow for 1 ml. of water at was about

150 seoa.

The viscometer «s» placed in a thermostat elect*

rioally rcgalittd to 38*0 ,* *006*0. a similar thenao*

stat nts use* for meueiurMMiit* at 18*0. The vlsoo-

meter was lowered into the bath until the smaller bulb

was covered. Sormmt of the liquid was observed

through the glues sides of the thermostat.

Th© aoi&a used in the hydrolysis were made up a®

follows. ' A email glaaa tube (capacity about 4 mis.)

fitted with a ground-glass stopper was weighed empty♦

About 2 ml®, of water (Hs0, Dso) was added and the

weight of water deterained. The calculated quantity

of sulphuric acid (to give a desired strength} ma

added from a weighed pyknemeter. The weight of acid

taken way determined and checked by r«-weighing the

pyknoneter.

The sulphuric acid used was the a.E. product

(99-98$ * Th© deuterium oxide was obtained from the
Ohio Chemical and Manufauturi r*g dompany- and was reputed

to b© 100.0^ha0 with specific gravity 110*9 at 20*0.

In using the heavy water, reasonable precautions were

taken to ensure that it did not com* in contact with the

atmosphere. However since had to be added (low¬

ering the D- content to about 9*$ it was not necessary

to sorry out any elaborate distillation©. The $a0
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used was found to be neutral.

1 ml. of acid was placed in the viooometer which

had. been thoroughly cleaned with ohromie acid. Tines

of flow of the acid wer© noted and no experiment pro-

seeded with unless those wore constant. 01 ml. of

methyl acetate wan then added by mtans of a capillary

pipette and the time noted. The methyl acetate used

was an a.K. prcuuct which way re-distilled and the

fraction boiling at 66 &"0. (748 m»* pressure) taken.

Immediately after the addition of methyl acetate, the

viscometer was taken out of the thermostat and the sol¬

ution thoroughly mixed. anomalous results were ob¬

tained if this procedure wa® not carefully followed.

The vieooiaoter me then replaced in the bath, the liquid
drawn up into the smaller bulb and the time of flow

taken. The actual time ("reaction time*) was noted

as soon us the liquid passed the first mark.

The time of flow was recorded by mesne of a

Venner atop Watch which gave readings to fiftieths of

a second. Headings wore taken every three minutes

until the viscosity had almost reached a constant value.

The final value was taken at least twelve hours after

this.

The hydrolysis of methyl acetate proceeds as a

unimolecular reaction. Hence we have

where k » the velocity constant.
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3-203(log k#i * log kl0") k 368-13 x 388*13 Kl^B
8 ■

10

The results obtained are given in Table 1.

The plots of logic,(T^, • T^) against t for oil the
remits tabulated are also given.

T.-vBLS 1,

Hydrolysis of Methyl acetate.

(a) J>a0

Temp.
•C

weight
normality

w

Density

d

Concen¬
tration

0

Velooity
Constant
k (nin;'i

*
0

18 1*463 1-106 1*631 -004076 *003616

16,000

35 I486 1 104 1-640 •01043 006366

(D) Ita0

*c w 0 k (minT'j &
e

15 1-38 1*38 -001035 -001403

17,000

36 1-38 1-30 »000305 -003772

15*

35*

k *

1^30

^ HlO+

D»0

• 1-70

• 1 68.



 



 



Following the study of aeld catalysis In heavy wtar,

it wan decided to isfttli^ie the basic oam. The lit¬

erature showed that the alkaline hydrolysis of eaters

la tmtoh too rapid for the viscosity method when the

nee©usury concentrations are used, However it seemed

possible that dlaeetone aloohol which has been used in

the study of base catalytic decompositions lay Kholiehen

(E«it. f. phyu. C&em.» 1&9, I&&O) and akerlof (£•

Siasr» Chem. 0<WI»# JsJ|, 304$, tftti st »eq«) wall t» suit¬

able. freXlalamry shaved that this was the

ease*

The dike©tone fcleohol used me obtained from

Hopkins and Willi,***. It was redistilled in vacuo

and the fraotlon boiling at d&*d„ - 14 ass. pressure

me taken. ao&iufa hydroxide was the catalyst and sol¬

ution® wore made up by the weighing method used above

in the preparation of the sulphuric aeid solutions,

actually solid a«4ium hydroxide i*,H*j ws aided to the

samples of wade- , the operation owing earned out in

a dry air bom*

The viecomter was filled in the mm& way us in

the ease of methyl aeetate. alkali u ma») was added

first, constant readings cbtaii.ed and discs tono alcohol

{0*1 ml.) introduced by mesne of a capillary pipette.



Tba change of vtmaakt? with time ma faHomad **» be¬

fore. In tMa hfiwrevar, it mm found that the

▼ioooaity af the solution daeFaueed as 4©«somp»tltton

prooee&ad. lit© reaction was carried cut at 15 *0,

The reunite obtained are given in tabic 2.

fliii gmjiis of lcg|0(f^ * T0) ugainat t arc
appended *

TASKS 3.

Decomposition of Di&cetone Alcohol.

(a) DsO

Temp. Weight BanalV Concen¬ Velocity I
noxnulltgr tration Constant u

•0 w d a k (tain*}

15 • 120 1*105 •1526 0582 •260

IB •082 1* 105 •D006 0256 •365

(b) HaO

®C w c k is
a

16 •090 •090 • 0210 •333

IB' -ojf gjj 1*85.
Ohf
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The hydrolyues of these so-culled "ortho-ootero*

ha© been studied by Bronetcd and Wynne-Jones (Trans.

Purad. doe., 89, 1920). They showed that in these

two cases catalysis by acids other than the hydrogen

ion is undetectable. Hence these reactions are suit¬

able for til® determination of hydrogen ion concentrations,

accordingly it seema*. possible that a study of the hyd-

rolyses of these two cater® would give not only infor¬

mation about the relative rate® in light and heavy water,

but in addition, data concerning the strengths of weak

acida in heavy water.

The difference in rat© of any catalysed reaction

in heavy water aa compared with ordinary water may be

regarded aa the resultant of two entirely distinct

effect®. First there is the difference obtained when

equal hydrogen and deuterium ion concentrations are

used. We will call this the "catalytic factor" ana
k

denote the ratio by r,,%£ . This is independent of^ HiO1"
the actual catalyst, but is connected with the mechanism

of the reaction. But in addition we have the differ¬

ence in hydrogen and deuterium ion concentration result¬

ing from the dissociation of the acid in ordinary water

**nd heavy water. This can b© represented by

M
In the two ouaes which have been dealt with, vis.
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methyl acetut© aa& diuoetone alcohol, the oatalyeing

aoid and basic were both aeaumed to give the earns hydro*

gen and deuterium ion concentration In K$Q and l>s,0

respectively. This la justified since in both casea

the catalyst may be tu&en a a completely di associated.

Hence the difference In rntca is entirely due to the

catalytic factor.

But If we deal with the hydrolysis of acetal in

formic acid, for example, it la impossible to separate

the two factora. However If the hydrolysis i© carried,

out in presence of a strong acid e.g. hydrochloric acid,

we obtain the catalytic factor and can use it in the

case of formic acid and other week acids to distinguish

the secondary factors.

The rate of hydrolysis of ethyl orthoformate in

strong acids la much too rapid to be measured. however

it was found to give a convenient rate in acetic acid.

Acetal also is hydrolysea in presence of acetic acid

and the secondary faotor is obtained from this measure¬

ment. The result can then be used in the case of ethyl

orthofornate and thus the catalytic factor is determined.

The change in refractive index of the reaction mix¬

ture ao measured by a £>eiss interferometer, was used to

follow the rate of hydrolysis. In this type of inter¬

ferometer, the light source was at the same end as the

eye-pieo©. The upper and lower two paths of light were
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^ f

reflected by a aprflttem of mirrora set at the other end
of the apparatus. The glass a©lie containing the

solutions were placed in a water bath fitted with glass

windows. The lower two beams of light passed through

the water in the bath, beneath the cell and produced

the lower, fixed eyetem of fringes. On® of the upper

rays passed through the cell containing the reference

liquid, while the other passed through the reaction

mixture. These two gave the upper fringes which alter¬

ed an the hydrolysis proceeded. Headings were taken at

regular Intervale by bringing a known pair of fringes

in the upper system into alignment with the two central

bands in the lower system* The druia reading was then

noted.

The two cells were fixed into a metal plate. To

prevent evaporation the tops of the cells were specially

polished and a small piece of polished glass set in pos¬

ition completely enclosing the solutions. Xt was found

that the cells could be very effectively sealed by hav¬

ing a film of solution between cell and cover. The

whole interferometer was placed in a cylindrical metal

case which was padded with asbestos. ail experiments

were carried out at a temperature of 15®. This work

was started in winter and it was found that the tempera¬

ture of the water bath remained at 15® throughout a com¬

plete reaction. However when atmoepherlo temperature
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began to rise, it was round that the bath twapsraturs

rose slightly above 15*. To circumvent this u thoimo-

atut was constructed having a hollow cylindrical tunnel

running through it. The interferometer me placed

inside the tunnel and the thermostat regulated (by gas)

to 10® ± •08*0. Measurements were curried out using
1 ml. of eolation in each sell.

Acetal waa obtained from B.D.H. It v/us found to

give a alight acidic reaction and was treated with sod¬

ium carbonate» The product wa© then distilled in vacuo

and the fraction which eaae over at 37* (60 on, pressure)

wuo used.

Bthyl orthoforejute wu© prepared according to the

method given by heuteoh (Beriehte, J£, 116, 1079/. It
was dried over ©odium sulphate and distilled. The

fraction distilling at 141*6. (726 mm. pressure) was

taken.

All the acid© used were A.E. product© while the

deuterium oxide (£9 95^*») m.& obtained from the lorek-

Ilydro-Elektrisk Company through the I.6.I.

Hydrochloric acid was used in the first experiment©.

A solution of *1 molar HC1 ma prepared and its exact

strength determined with standard sodium hydroxide.

8 sale, of H*0 and 5 ml©. of Ds0 wore accurately weighed

out in McMyn bottle© which were fitted with ground glass

covers. The weight© of *1 molar HCl required to give
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solutiona of *001 ja UCl and DO I were added by means of

a weighing pipette. the exact weights of MCI added

wore determined and checked (exactly a© in to oae© of

methyl acetate) .*
1 ml. of to acid ('001 m KOI. or OCX) was added to

each oeU. »028 0ao. of acetal ma ton added to to

left hand cell by means of & micrometer syringe. this

instrument, which found to be extremely useful in

all work with heavy water was of the ordinary hypo¬

dermic syringe pattern. In addition, however, the

piston rod mo threaded and a circular nut attached to

it. a murk was made on the rim of the nut. By this

means the latter was adjusted, to piston pushed in ae

far &u possible, the nut ton turned back a definite

number of turns and a fixed quantity of solution deliv¬

ered. the syringe was always ©allbrated for each sol¬

ution used. It was found possible to deliver quantit¬

ies of eolation to within Q-2 of a milligram of the

desired weight,

after the addition of aoetal, to solution wa©

thoroughly rdLxed by shaking and the cell© were placed

in to water bath of to interferometer. Headings

were taken at regular interval© until a constant reading
nne"«- ^ »«hi<iiiii*iu itwuoiiii—awn-»"wiFiiiimiii»,if mn]»i"i.i^niii■«HwiMwi»wweewi><iwMMeMiwiM©MOW»<»i*iei«ewew*lieoMWeieMie'"|'e« —

*
a density correction was mad© in to Case of Q%Q to

give th© volume concentration of D01. In table 3 the
value of k (velocity constant) for the hydrolysis of
acetal in ha0, has teen adjusted for the volume concen¬
tration .
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ma obtained. It was found that in general the drum

readinga fell* It ^velocity constant) was found m in

the previous oases by plotting l«g)0(ibo * n%) againot
t (the reaction time) where is the final reading and

n^ is the reading at time t.
weak acid© were then used in this reaction. These

were oxalic, formic and acetic acids. The hydrolysis

of ethyl orthoformate was also studied in presence of

acetic and oaoodylio acids. To obtain comparable con*

ditiona (with regard to salt effects) in light and

heavy water, the following procedure was used for all

the weak uoida. a solution of the acid (about Z molar

except for oxalic acid which m« about 1 molar owing to

it© sparse solubility; warn prepared from the a.E. pro-

duct. Kaoh solution was then im-lf neutralised with

(nrtowli-free ©odium hydroxide. The resulting solu¬

tions wore then used to prepare the Ks0 and 0*0 samples

as in the case of 1101 and 001. However a ©light modi¬

fication mo introduced for the weak acids. The exact

weights of acid required to give the desired volume con¬

centrations of the acid in KSQ ami DaQ, were added by

using the micrometer syringe. That is the density

adjustments were avoided ami the correct velocity con¬

stants wore directly obtained.
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DUCtliillOS,

It mil be msmi fam the results that all the

reactions studied ©hen catalysed % Us0+ (or DgO^) or

Cg!. (or OD) ioce, ore faster in hoary water than in light

water. This mm*a to be a general oharactoriatio of

iiydrclyiie reactions and it its necessary to discuss ite

aignificanee. at first m will bo mainly concerned with

acid catalysis ultxm the on# m*.m of base CHtMjrwiw

studied is rather a decomposition than a hy&relyolit*

as we have seen, Wyrine-Jone® (Ohe®, Heviews, IV.

IIS, 1036) has made iht distinction that

(a) if a reaction is slower in heavy water than in

ordinary w%ter the rate determining eteg is the transfer

of a proton (or a denies)
(b) if a reaction is faster in heavy water than in

ordinary water it probably involves Edition eoe»votind».

How we have soon that Kool^yn-Huglieo and Boaheeffer

(Uaturwiee., jjg, 174, 1934} leit, f. phyaik. Choc.,
.B 26. 172, 1934) found that the hydrolysis of sucrose

ia an example of (b). flies® authors (vide supra)
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supposed that the fate le determined toy the concen-

tratlon of & complex (which is formed to a greater

extent in J>aO than in H*0). they hate expressed this

quantitatively «*a fellowss»

The velocity constant (kj of a reaction catalysed
$ +. ,■

toy hydrogen ion® equals -J k where Gut is the oonoen*
£

/

tration of hydrogen ions and E and k are, respectively,
the dissociation and the velocity constants for the

complex. Hence

k . K k
HiO (D»o)

^ ho4- & CH^ &'(£»<>}
k +- k'

thus my toe less than unity, tmn it i®
D30+ K . *'©-)

greater than one, if mm «*■■ i® sufficiently mm11.
a ch»o>

Accordingly if these Ideas are correct can con*

alu&o that the three examples of acid catalysis which

have boon stldned# via. the hydro lysee of sethyl acetate,

so®ial and ethyl orthofesmtc, are all example* of (to)
in Wynne-iTanes* clarification,

w@ wost now examine the nature of the complexes

which arc formed in these reactions. The mechanists of

the acid hydrolysis of oarboxylie eaters is given toy

Xngold and Ingold (J. Chen, doc,, 1032. ?56) ass*

to
+ 0

R»8<0!U 4 H —> R- G OB^ —> H-CO * E«0E
H +

r so ❖ nao E-aocm + h.
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St Is considered that electron drift, away from the
•.' : #

earbenyi oxygen atom, occurs In the addition complex
0
ii +

K-C'0»Et (called an oxeniuia saltj* Ma weaken© the
H

-4"

other 0*0 bond giving the RMNtWftte H»0O and Rt-QC(*

Hence wo can aectsne that In heavy water the complex

formed In the Hydrolysis of so thy1 acetate 1©
a

+

CU8*C»O-0K9 and this la more stable than that formed
D

when the hydrolysis is carried out In ordinary water
0

+

(0*ts«c 0*CS£ ).
a

ateabal and hehiffirer (&«4t, f• phyaik. Chen., J2«

2U0, 1931) have shewn that the hydrolysis of acetal pro¬

ceeds »8{*

aiB QCJI§ QHb QM
V ♦ UgO C * CjjHg&E
/ \ /V

H H OCalim
aoetal

CHa OE CIIg 0

V0/ + B©0 —> G ♦ SaSsOH + H30
/ V /

a OCaHa H

i.e. CHa CH(O0^is/o + Ka0 —* CHa-SOD + 2Ca%GH.

hlnc© aoetal la very similar to the simple eater©

we can assume that the intermediate complexes which are
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fOSMd Aturlng ttt acid hydrolyoi a in heavy water and

ordinary water arc similar to those formed in the ease

of methyl acetate. likewise w© can say that the ©-

complex in the oaoe of acotal l& more stable than the

■- oomolex•

The hydrolysis of ethyl ortheformate according

to Skrabal -and Ringer (honat. fur dhemio, 44, 9, 19G1)
takes place as folionsi*

H UUsHa H GE
w N (

C ♦ HgO -> C 4 C3H5OH
/ \ / \

CaHaO OUaiig C^H^D OdgKg
Etiiyl orthe formate

n OK K 0
w v /(
G + Hs0 —> C + CgHftQH

/ \ f

CfillgO 0CaH8 CgHaP

i.e. HdCOCaJia)s + HgO K»QO®Cg£g + aC*HgOK.
Ethyl formate

Of course ethyl formate is further hydro lyoed to

formic acid and ethyl alcohol, bat the rat® of this

reaction lo very much slower than the primary hydrolysis

and mcj be neglected when we use weak acids,

A® in th© oaae of ace tax vm can eey that intermed¬

iate complexes are formed in acid hydrolysis in light

and heavy water, whloh are similar in form to those

for methyl acetate and in addition that the JD- complex

is more stable than the B~ complex.
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we gat log £ » -

- %r 45
K « © . e

M. A£_

and specific rate « 4.® » ©

To evaluate the constant 4 to moot consider in

detail th® dissociation of the complex. There are

three possibilities. first of ail if to accept the

general theory of reaction rate© pot forward by Eyring

and wytme-Jonee (J. Qfaem. thysics, £, 49H, 1955 and

Che©. Beviewa, XL* 65, 1935,* we can say that the com*

plex approaches the potential barrier (passage over

which i© rieoosoury for reaction to take place} creese®

It and then flies to pieces. In this cage a becomes

Identical with ^
where k is the gaa constant

T is the temperator®

and fa is Planck'a constant.

There is another factor (called the tratunleelon coeff*

ioient) giving to ratio of systems crossing to barrier

to system® reacting, but for simple reactions this la

usually taken as unity.

Hence we obtain the relationship
- AV( As

specific rate « £etT, e ^
h
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But i*i th» MWM place 11 is possible to suppose

that the complex la a fairly stable molecule which

requires to be motivated before It can decompose. In

such circumstances a become© the rate of decomposition

of the complex. wo can express this as

a « b'e^ .

/

whore B * the reaction constant

a* ® the entropy of activation of the orig¬

inal complex

and B*" " the energy of activation of the orig¬

inal complex.

In tiilo ease there is no advantage in introducing the

primary complex so Eyrlng's treatment mm be applied

directly to the activated complex and It la also ia-
#

possible to distinguish the terns a u and E . Hence

it becomes impossible to distinguish these two suggest-

ed modes of decomposition of the complex.

low in the case of methyl acetate values are given

for the energy of activation of the reaction in heavy

water and in ordinary water. It Can be seen that the

value obtained for heavy water is lower than that for

ordinary water. But, further, the difference is about

of the order required to account for the difference in

rate of the reaction in the two oases.

But since the heat of activation of the reaction

io contained in the two terns,
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complex haa mere of the nature of a strong ^oid and

therefore this explanation does not, prima, facie, hold,

Wynne-Jones (J. Chem. Phyoioo, J, 561, 1954)

however, h**0 euggeeted fciwt it la possible for the

difference in isero point energies between u pro to- and

a deuto- compound to 'be greater in the activated state

than in the normal state ana that this tmy occur in

solution due to- differing degrees of hydration. ouch

differences have been shown to exist for gaseous

reactions by Byring (J. Ohem, Hjysaies, j$, 107, 1955.

and j|, 178, 1956) and this suggestion sema reasonable

and the differences would be sufficient to explain the

increase in rate. It is interesting to examine thin

idea from potential energy diagrams (724, 5.) •

Tol"ei/v_f"I eel

E^&ryj.

Pig 3.
Curve a is the potential

in the oxonium ion II#0, while
in the molecule 011*011. o is

energy curve for u. proton

b is its potential carve

the potential energy
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curve of the activated complex am is derived from the

intersection of a and to. At the actual crossing of

the two curves,, however, the state is neither the final

nor the Initial states hut a mixture of the two giving

a flattening effect (Ogg and 10 loiiy1, Trans. Farad, «x>c

SI. 13?3t 1933). The activated molecule is regarded

aa existing in energy levels in the mm way as the

normal molecules. It will toe seen from the figure

that the curve for the activated state is much steeper

than for the nomal states, hut the sere point energy

is a function of the flatness of the potential energy

curve and hence it is reasonable to oxpoot & greater

difference between the aero point energies of the hyd¬

rogen and deuterium complexes than in the har&al states

(see fig.}.

In concluding this discussion on the increase in

rate of hydrolysis of reactions catalysed toy 8*0 (or

X>*0+) in heavy water as compared with ordinary water
one might say that the most probable explanation is to

toe found in the greater difference of sero point energy

of S ami I) compounds in the activated state.

The mechanism of the decomposition of diuoetone

alcohol has not apparently been discussed by previous

workers. We might consider it in the light of the

mechanism of the basic hydrolysis of esters. lor this

Ingolcl and logo Id {J. Chesu aoo., l&&a. 756} give the
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Till a ia achieved by a hyaroxyl ion of tm b*s© removing

the hydrogen ion. lection drift now occur* toward®

the earboriyl oxygen atom weakening tho <2V»<HCSfcftia

hond and the complex break® up into the products
0 0

CHa • C*CH3 and £-CUa
0Ha

When we compare the rat© of decomposition in heavy

water and ordinary water in the light of this mechan¬

ism m see that the difference must he due to the dif¬

ference in rates of removal of a proton by the OB and

OH ions. hino© the rate of decomposition is faster in

heavy water than ordinary, we conclude that the 0X>~ ion

removes a proton faster than the OH~ ion. But we have

oiiown that Wynne-Jones (J. Che©. Heroics. &, 381, 1034}

proved that this ia ao. Hence it would see© that timers

is experimental evidence supporting this second mech-

aniem. But the data to not sufficient to enable one

to make a definite choice and since the first suggestion

implies case (hi in Wynne-Jones classification while

tho second requires case (a), it is also impossible to

draw any conclusions about the mechanism of the reaction

from kinetic measurements.
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Perhaps the results of the worx or* the relative

strengths of wea* acids in heavy water and ordinary
water are most interesting since this la the first

occasion on which mesh studies have been carried out.

It will be useful to auarauriae the results (see Table 4).

ThBLl 4.

aOXD £a?
*>«©

dissociation
Constants

I.Q.T.
15*

Oxalic 2*03
-g

6 A 10

formic 2-71
—e

2 x 10

.06 tiC 2-70 1«8 x 10®
C&eodylic 3 53 41 x 10

We can express the results in another form by
kh h

plotting the ratio ^ against - log Kfc where
K

is the dissociation const-nt of the acid in Ha©,

and is the dissociation constant of the acid in i)a0.
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It will toe ©ten UmI the ratio # whioh ie for
rHno^ ^

weak acids identical with ULj, increases the weakerKp]
the aoid becomes. This la in agreement with the

theorotloul conclusions arrived at by halporn (J. ahem.

Biyaioo, 459, 1935). Hie argument la based on the

following; ideas-

The strength of an sold depends on two factor®

(a) the anion, (to) the solvent. Ionization occurs

when the solvent la a better proton attruotor than the

anion of the aold. Thuai-

+•

H -

H;0 H + H OI —> H O H ♦ •CI'-

How If we deal with two aolds Ha and ha, suppose their

diaoooiatlon constants (in H*0 and ha0} are % and %.
Then If we use the statistical method of expressing the

thermodynamic relationships

-ap a RT log X (see page a-*" }
I

and #hV0 « ar/^c (eoe page u }
we obtain

K±l ruv^-yhkl
Ki> akT

where f » the number of degree© of freedom of oscillation

V** the frequency of oscillation of a proton

attached to the onion (aj

yj* the frequency of oscillation of a proton
attached to a neutral water molecule*
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atmilnrly Vp and y* r*t*>r to a deuton.
A

But If we doul with weak acids, VH must be- greater than
Mi til© difference become a greater the weaker the

acid. In addition we have VH * Jzy^

5 - wq,- a q-^cvk" -V:) > x
akT

and this ratio increases the weaker the acid.

However this only indicates the qualitative nature

of the relation and it is interesting to attempt to find

some more exact comparison# duppoa© we take the log¬

arithm of both sides of JSuipera*© expression and

neglect V then

log Si * • (i - !>£.,iilL.
% akt

w A

Ttom it is desired to express VH «VK in tern® of

the dissociation constant of the acid. This cannot be

done exactly but the following is a possible approximate

theorys-

Moroe (ftoya. Reviews, J&, 57, I9d9) derived the

expression for a diatomic oscillator

0 o J)e je - 2e >
/ D Y

where V ® if

D e potential energy of the oscillator

r » interatomic distance
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(Bc m& ra refer to the equilibrium mines)
X » reduced mass

a «» constant.

hot «g be the constant for a proton attached to
a neutral water woleoaie, and aA be the constant for a
proton attached to the anion a. then

VK - VK ^ IT JIFl - dAJ>ft<)

log Si * • u - S ) "—•■ (**lC * *Ar )% ad? IIJUt * » A a

Mow for the reaction

HA 4 KaO * A~ 4- Kg/O'
wo have

\ -%

where A H is the heat content change in the reaction.

the simplest possible assumption of the relation be¬

tween the dissociation constant and Ml is

AH - - kt log % (1)
this implies that when * H » 0, 8^ * X» i.e. the protons
are equally distributed between water moleculea and the

anions. A more general relation would be

a H * - W log % ♦ constant,
where a single oonstant is perhapw valid for a series of

aiilar acids* The introduction of the constant does

not essentially modify the relatione given below, and
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the simpler equation (lj £« .

Ther&fcie m can mqr

» * kT log £jj ♦ £g
i .

writing eapreeaion (1 • ^ ) fc.

then,

» • t> fW - \t»* - « »* v'}
% - fe? XOg %Y4

- Jx -2s fx - ***««%^ | «* v "SJT^"'
since tne expreamnion ^ *■**& •*% is f%alX>

"S7

I? _ a-^^L . «,. a.^ K. a.* kTlcxjKK
3 Kr> (l'a)2kTirJ^^"^)~0-^)9uTTr.(Tr: 7.' 77ZkTliJTa <iv 2-k

ZkT

Tito iraJ.u© of V is calculated by moans of the following
K

data»*
r + 1 '*

\t0 j the frequency of the oscillator ill - ll^O) V » 5660 <aa.
-a?

h » G 0 x 10 eras aeas.
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But VH ® w©0 where C is the velocity of light.

u;

3660 x 3 x 10l° sec.1
10 -at

a
» 5660 * 3 * 3*° * 6 5 * 10 ergs per molecule.

a

3660 x 3 x 10tO x 6-6 x 10** x 6-06 x ID**®
a X 4 18 x 10

calories per molecule

S ^
5-17 x 10 oalo, per„E«»lecule.

i.e. the zero point energy of the oscillator (H - K^O)
3

is 5-17 x 10 oula./fcoleoule.

The hydration energy of the proton is 270kg. o&ls.

(Bertial and Powler, J. Chem. Physioa, |j, 816, 1933}.
Of thia, part is the energy of interaction of KgO and

B and part the energy of hydration of ha0 ion. The

latter may be token au about 90 kg. cala., leaving

D^- » 180 kg. culo.
How if we assume to bo the same for a series of

onions and since the first tem in equation (2) Can be

token as constant compared with the second torn for

variation in S^» wo obtain the expression
bit log K;.

«•»»* i—lias in m*wm

»V 2log %
%

constant - (1 vll )
130

* constant - *0042 log Kg.
■#
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This 1a indeed a relation of the type found from the

experimental data, (we 5 which it» obtained by

plotting log J2 against * log %. B*B. in this cum
%

the true zero is used for - log % i.e. the values of
the dissociation constant# of the aside have been divided

by the molecular concentration of water)*

of acids having the asm# value cf aA i» small*
%

i*he intercept made by the curve of log — against
% %

- log K«, on toe axis vbon log —* » 0 Is given by
Kh

/i >_ i K I ,« &A ,' 11 - "m™ (1

Hence it therefore appears that if the assumptions samdo

are correct the difference observed are due .more to the

variations of this term with changes in &A* ** *>®r~
hups important that the acids employed (except formic

and acetic and it is noticeable that toes® two have
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%
nearly the same ratio of log rr- } are of different types

*3)
and it would not be surprising if they had different

values of a^. But a different v%lue of aA means that
even when D = 'D^ there is difference of zero point
energy between a proton in the acid and in the ion

XIjjO*. Therefor© H&lparn'o expression is not zero even

for an acid of the mm® strength as Ks0+.
I

Xt la interesting to not© the calculated values of

* required to account for the observed values of

log . If we use FXO. 5 we can obtain the values of

loglo * Then neglecting the second term we huves-

logln Sa «
K>S>

- U - VI ) 7 _ . 5 17 * 10 . _

a-303 2aa*h ST

The results arc contained in Tab!© 6.

Table 6.

anion io«lo§ *¥

COOK

COO'
•3075 114

KCOO" •4330 1-19

CKaCOCT •4456 1 19

(CHgj g'tsO •5&i4 133

These considerationa therefore indicate the desir¬

ability of extending this wor* to a greater number of
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6S.

a P H II A B T.

The rates of hydrolysis of methyl aoetat© in heavy

wator and in ordinary water have been compared using a

viscosity method. It hue been found that the rate is

faster in heavy water, At 4QaQ. the ratio is 1*68

while at 15*0. the ratio is 1-79. The heat of activ¬

ation of the reaction in heavy water is given as

16,0JO calories. It is considered that the hydrolysis

takes place through the formation of an intermediate

complex.

The rates of decomposition of di&eotone alcohol in

heavy water and ordinary water have been followed using

a viscosity method. At 15*0, the rate is 1*85 times

faster in heavy water than in ordinary water. I©

definite conclusion is reached as to the mechanism of

this reaction but probably the rate determining step is

the removal of a proton by a hydroxy1 ion.

The rates of hydrolysis of acctal and ethyl ortho-

formate have been studied in heavy water and in ordinary

water uaitig on interferon®trie method. Again it is

shown that the rates arc faster in heavy water the

rates being d*C8 and Z-06 respectively at 16*C.

These ortl'io eaters have been used to compare the

dissociation constants of a number of weak acids in
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